
uControlTM Remote.





Actual Size.

Unified control at your fingertips.

In your hand

Room on | room off

One button to turn everything on 
and everything off.

Customisable controls

Trigger saved user Sequences or 
quick actions.

Unifying control

Control all the devices connected 
to your HDA system (and more).

OLED display

Just the info you need.

Wireless charging

Instantly on when picked up from 
its charging matt. Use any wire-
less charger to suit your taste.

Instantly understandable
 Intuitively placed buttons, 
ergonomically designed to 

encourage muscle memory.



Adding a uControl Remote to your HDA system is easy.

Setup is a guided step-by-step process within the uControl App. 
Once assigned to a zone, the Remote will immediately be able to 
control the technology in that space.

Further levels of customisation are possible for a more refined 
experience. You can assign Sequences to buttons, long press 
actions, secondary functions and more.

Configuration.



Ubiquitous interfaces that are always close to hand, room-to-room.

uControlTM

Remote App PanelsVoiceWearables

Users can choose from many controller options; remote, app, 
voice, Apple watch or keypad and it’s included on most 
HDANYWHERE systems.

The uControl apps and handheld remote have been designed to 
unify the control of the technology in a space whilst being 
unintimidating to use. Providing a range of ubiquitous interfaces 
which are easy-to-use and always close to hand, room-to-room.
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Form

Buttons   44

Dimensions 50.5 x 207 x 12 mm
  1.98 x 8.14 x 0.47 inches

Weight 124g / 4.37 ounces 

2450mAhBattery

Learn / TransmitIR

Accelerometer
Microphone

Sensors

Learn: 38 & 56KHz
Transmit: 38KHz

IR Frequency

Screen OLED (128x64)

Charging USB-C / Wireless

I/O

IR Range  13m / 42ft

Aerials  WiFi (2.4Gz) 
  BLE (4.2)

Specifications



uControl Remote
A new companion remote that improves the 

user experience of every HDANYWHERE 
system.


